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Some people blame
God for all their mis
takes. Others blame
the devil for all their
failures. Why not take
some of the responsi
bility upon ourselves.

OCTOBER 31, 1923
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The First Month
In Brief Review
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preaching was done by the president,
assisted by the new dean, Dr. W. C.
Glasier, but the preaching was not al
lowed to get in the way of the re
vival or tire the people out. All ser
mons were from fifteen to forty-five
minutes in length and then, instead of
holding the meeting, we turned it
loose, and everyone had blessed lib
erty and a good opportunity to take
part.

|)r> MllSSer AddreSSeS

Taylor Students

On Thursday, October 4th, Dr.
The largest full college enrollment
Howard
Musser visited Taylor Uni
in the history of Taylor university. A
versity and delivered one of his splen
student body well organized, under
did addresses at the chapel hour. In
standing itself in every part, homo
this message he emphasized the fact
genous, Spirit filled.
A faculty adapt
that there is a great war on in the
ed, with no superfluous elements; the
world today. In part his message
majority of heads of departments hav
With Rev. A. L. Whitcomb engaged was:
ing the equivalent of the Doctor of
"A war is on and the war is bePhilosophy degree and every one for a three-weeks revival campaign in
standing for Christ. Business organi the Methodist church at Upland next tween this thing called 'Modernism'
zation on a cash basis. Every bill paid January, Taylor university intends to and the thing called spirituality, ana
on the date that it is due, and whole join its excellent pastor, Rev. H. R. the (sooner young people get that
some arrangements to liquidate the old Carson, and throw itself into a cam idea as the foundation of their think
board's
entanglements.
Organized paign to impart its influence and se ing the better off they are. You are
under the Legal Hundred for inter cure a much needed revival in Up either on one side or the other.
denominational work but with explicit land. We ask prayer for this effort
"As I understand it, the reason for
deference to the membership, policies because Upland's identification with
the existence of this school is that
and preaching of old fashioned Meth Taylor University for a third of a cen
odism. At its best in its curricula and tury has made the town important for it stands emphatically and four
all its standards. This is the news what it symbolizes in the thought of square for one of these sides. Abso
the world. We are also hoping to in lutely there. That it stands for the
of Taylor University down to date.
troduce
a brand new idea in lining
In
our
matriculation
sermon
thing called 'Spirituality';.' Thank
preached at the opening of school and the school up for a full impact in a God for such schools as this.
in the orening of the fall revival we camp meeting program next spring
"There are several things attached
were led to quote the following pas for which we have had faith enough
to the side called 'Modernism' and
to
engage
Rev.
William
H.
Huff,
Rev.
sage (Hebrews 12:27) in its applica
when you buy it you get the whole
tion to Taylor University: "And this T. C. Henderson, Dr. W. G. Nixon,
business. If you want 'Modernism',
Miss
Ruth
Harris
and
probably
Rev.
word, yet once more, signifieth the re
to make money, and to get honor and
Guy
Wilson
and
Joseph
Owen.
A
moving of those things that are shaken
stand high, God grant that you may
as of things that are made, that those great workers' conference and con
never be able to get it here. There
things which cannot be shaken may vention on world evangelism will be
is a war on and part of the equip
looked
forward
to
as
another
feature
remain." The board decided last July
ment of that war is 'Modernism.'
to discontinue the academy of the in in this significant meeting.
Then
there is the regular plain old
Leaders
of
our
forward
movement
stitution, hence devoting the school to
fashioned
Gospel
and
salvation
higher education and training for life have announced as their next un't a
through
the
blood
and
the
sanetificaprogram
to
raise
a
budget
of
$200,000
service and adapting it to a maturer
class of students. To this we are in on a two-year subscription basis by tion of the believer through the Holy
debted for a more wieldy organization the first of next June, the object of Ghost and the precious Word o? God
than is usually possible in such a this budget being to settle the debts direct from Him. They belong to the
school and also for the fact that near that we inherited and put up one of side called 'Spirituality.' When you
take this side you get the whole
ly all the students were Christians the new buildings. In all our financial
thing.
and
educational
programs
we
propose
and many of them sanctified when
"If you do not believe there is a
they came. We did not have a single to honor the Lord and keep salvation
"hard boiled" student to enroll. Na ahead of things temporal and intel- war on you want to get to thinking
turally our fall revival did not pre lectual. The president of the school about that, because there is. You are
sent quite as large a task since Taylor, is being invited for this winter to hold either on one side or the other On
a mile from the heart of town, does three-day conventions in centers that the side called 'Modernism' they say
not have opportunity to serve a large naturally comprise the constituency of that sins are just mistakes, that what.
community constituency in its evan Taylor University, where the church you want to do is get your head edugelistic meetings. But the meetings people are willing to give tacit right cated and by and by these tendencies
were very gracious and a census re of way to our forward movement pro- will all be eliminated. The rottenest
vealed that nearly fifty
of the stu gram. However, the forward move- sinners in this world are educated,
dent body were definitely blessed in ment is not made prominent in the Education hasn't eliminated anything
the meeting, being restored to a lost conventions. The preaching of the at all. A system that simply says go
blessing or converted or reclaimed or conventions is to emphasize the land ahead oa this education process and
sanctified. A revival is so largely marks of the faith and promote holi- that by and by this thing will come
the natural element for citizens of oess and missions. It is des'ened not out all right eliminates the revival.
Taylor that we were able to have the as an ostensible advertisement but as They have no need of a revival.
Saturday night welcome reception, lit- a contribution to the chufch and com"On the side of 'Spirituality' we
erary society meetings, with other munity. Our first convention will be
have the revival. We believe that
student features, and to get down to in the First Methodist Episcopal
God's Holy Spirit is in this world
the regular class work all the time church. Pindlay, Ohio. October 31that the revival tide was rising. The November 2. Pray for us.
(Continued on Page 13)
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Volunteer Band
Monday evening, October 8th the
Band met with Mr. Osborne, the presi
dent, as leader. The Misses Rupp
sang, "He Calls to You and Me."
Thank God that all have not turned a
deaf ear to that call. May it never be
said of us that we turned away when
the pleading tones of Christ were
calling us to His whitened harvest
fields.' Let us not tarry, let us not
trifle, lest our door o" opportunity be
closed forever. Lo, "The Master is
come, and ealleth for thee."
Another week went by and to those
who assembled in Society Hall the
Spirit's presence was manifest just as
in times past. Miss Kobayashi and
Mr. Diaz sang with much feeling and
power that old song, "Precious Blood
of Calvary." How true was the mes
sage. to our hearts—
"This my all availing plea,
Jesus shed His blood for me."
Miss Kobayashi then brought a re
port from the W. F. M. S. which met
in a branch meeting at Cleveland this
year. At this Convention there were
only two outgoing missionaries re
ported. Surely some one has not an
swered the call! Somewhere something
is disconnected. The W. F. Al. S. is
asking for girls who know the Holy
Spirit, in these days of modernism.
Those women in that great gathering
stayed up all night in the hotel pray
ing that God would supply the means
for them to continue the work.
Upon our next convening together
as a banct, a challenge was flung di
rectly at us. Mr. Bonner made a
splendid appeal for the Volunteers
to step out on the promise and trust
God. Caleb said, "Let us go up and
possess the Lend." Can we say less in
regard to our pledge to support a

worker in the field? No, God is with
us and He will surely bring it to pass.
—Reporter, Edith G. Collins.
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Volunteers At Home

The Student Volunteer band is the
THE fPIKIT OF MODERN MISSIONS leading missionary organization at
Taylor University. It is in the weekly
meetings of this organization that we
It senses God as, "Our Father,"
learn how to prepare ourselves for
Universal brotherhood;
the mission field. We thank God for
And the sacrifice eternal
those who have gone out from our
Where the cross of Jesus stood.
midst in past years and are now send
It believes in the power of love
ing back to us the information and
The heart of the world to win,
the help we need in preparing for the
And sees, in vision, mankind
great work before us. We also are
Redeemed from the curse of sin.
glad for those of our own students
who come to us from other lands and
Its goal is,—the world enlightened,
are willing to tell us of their countries'
Won over from error to truth;
needs.
And it lays on the Master's altar,
We hope that this year will be a
The strength and the fervor of youth
year
when many will hear God's call,
Its heralds are only the choicest,
Who will stand the severest test- "Go ye into all the world and preach
the gospel to every creature," and
As heaven gave, in our Savior
when each one will say with Isaiah,
Its noblest and purest and best.
"Here am I, send me." Every child of
God must help in some way to carry
It follows the program of Jesus,
the gospel to all parts of the world.
Incarnates His life again,—
Some
can send their wealth, some can
Healing the mind and the body
send their own sons and daughters,
As well as the soul of men.
but all can pray the Lord of the har
Undaunted by distance or danger,
It counts not the cost nor the years, vest, that He will send forth laborers
into His harvest, and then follow these
It foPows the vision splendid
Christ's triumph, portrayed by the laborers with their prayers that God
may richly bless their work and give
seers.
many precious souls for their hire.
As members of the Student Volun
It-sees a city eternal,
teer band we want to help in every
In a land of unending day,
way we can to carry the "good tidings"
And millions, marching, immortal.
to those in darkness. We have given
White-robed, uo a shining way.
ourselves to the Lord for His work.
It hears the music of heaven,
The song that the ransomed sing,— We help with our material means,
and we pray for those who are labor
"Crown Him with glory and honor,
ing in the Master's vineyard. As we
Jesus, our Savior and King."
—A. D. Burkett. pray for the missionaries it seems as
if we are brought very near to them.
You measure a man by the height China or Japan is not far away when
of his ideals, the depth of his -.on- we go there by the way of the throne
victions and the breadth of his in of Grace.
—Ila Scovill.
terest and sympathies.—Sel.
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Conference Faces
Current Problems
The conference leaders, realizing
that the future leadership of the
church will come from the college
and university students, made provi
sion for the delegates from the insti
tutions of higher learning, by giving
them the opportunity of having classes
in a special room by themselves, un
der teachers prepared with a message
to college students.
One of the themes brought home to
those present was the relation of
Christian education in the college cur
riculum. On Friday afternoon relig
ious students were classified as they
Christian character to pass on to tho should appear on the curriculum. The
speaker divided them into four groups.
future.
The first group contained those stu
In a previous talk "Dad" Waite hau
dents which were to provide a fund of
outlined the ideal college life as one
For the closing account o" the con having these three points, important religious information, while the sec
ond was composed of those whose
ference I shall try to give you a in the order of their listing:
purpose was to provide a religious
glimpse of one of the leaders, the As
1. I am a Christian.
interpretation of life. In the third di
sociate Superintendent of the Inter
2. I am a college (or university) vision there should be studies for the *
national Young People's Division of student.
application of religion in social rela
Religious Education, R. C. Waite, anil
3. I am a member of various school tions, and in the fourth such as would
of his inspirational address at the
organizations.
Asked the college train in the participation in religious
last service of the conference on "The
students present if it was possible to activities.
Challenge." A man of keen percep
live up to those ideals at their re
A second thought which was empha
tion, quick thought, ready wit and
spective colleges. As far as I could sized was that concerning the prob
an appealing personality, who can so
discern the only ones who answered lems which face the college student.
mix humor with pathos that his aud
in the affirmative were Taylor stud Nearly one whole class period was
iences often find themselves laughing
ents. Accordingly, we would be glad devoted to the discussion of the stu
through their tears, and who has, in
spite of his almost white hair, kept the to welcome "Dad" Waite as a guest dent's contact with his home church
spirit of youth. He is known as the at our Alma Mater who gives her stu and community. A discussion of this
conference delegates as "Dad" Waite. dents such an environment as to en nature afforded every delegate an op
able them to live the ideal college life portunity to compare his own victories
In the sessions preceding we had
he outlined.
and failures with those of his fellow
been given a view of world needs and
But to come back to our subject, delegates and to profit by a comparison
methods of meeting those needs. Then
at our last meeting, "Dad" Waite flung while we rejoice in our opportunity of the results. Another problem
out the challenge. Quoting) the fol of college development in a Christian which faces the college student is that
lowing passage from Edmund Rurke: atmosphere, does not this very fact of his relation to his college church.
This situation was fully discussed and
"Civilization is a contract which in make the challenge greater for us?
the; leader of the class expressed it as
Then
let
me
give
you
the
challenge
volves the dead, the living and the
unborn," he painted the picture of of those who are laying down their his opinion that the student should
civilization past, present, and future, tasks for us to pick up and carry on, become, not an affiliated member but
and showed us that we had the past as "Dad" Waite gave it to us in the a full member of his college church.
By this means and only this means,
by the throat. In other words we words of Alfred Noyes:
he
so id, will the average student keen
Take
thou
the
light,
carry
it
out
of
are masters of the past in that we have
in close touch with any church and be
sight,
at our command all that past civiliza
tion has to offer, from which we can Into the great new realm I must not used in Christian work while in col
lege.
know."
take that which we desire. We can
But not only did the conference take
—Mildred
Anne
Kettyle.
strip it of the virtues or its vices as we
will. But—and here the door of oppor
up problems of the group, as of the
tunity is flung wide for us—we must
college curriculum and the general
"Know Thyself."
remember that what we take from
Any man's greatest achievement is student, but it also gave due consid
civilization and modify to suit our life to know how to belong to himself, and
eration to the struggles and decisions
is what will be handed down to the to avoid being tossed about by the
of each individual student. Of such
new generatioon. Therefore it is our theories, doctrines, and half-baked
opinions of others wha would use him a nature was the address on the sub
privilege to choose those ideals of
to further their own seifisli interests ject, "Choosing a Life Work." The
the past which are of the highest or concealed purposes.
speaker agreed that in the choice of

THE RELIGIOUS EDUCATION
CONVENTION HELD AT RICHMOND

The Challenge Of
The Conference
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his life work the student should fol
low his call. Moreover, he explained
some of the factors which go to make
up a call. In the first place there
must be a need and the individual must
see that need. Secondly, he must have
the ability to do the work that the
need requires. This ability, of course,
may be latent but it must be present
for God would not call an unqualified
person to do that which he did not
have the ability to do. Thirdly, there
must be a willingness on the part of
the individual to apply his ability to
the need. But besides these three, it
was explained that there was yet an
other factor making up a call. God
speaks to more than one at a time,
and if He calls one individual to a
particular need, He will also probably
reveal the fact to His saints. There
fore. in obeying a call, it is well not
to disregard the opinions of other
Christians. ,
Messages of this nature were heard
and discussed by students of all kinds
of Indiana colleges and universities.
Some of them were from religious en
vironments, but others were from in
stitutions where Christ is not given
first place. Now each one has re
turned to his or her college or uni
versity. For a brief few days they
were permitted to enioy each other'3
association and to discuss their vari
ous views and experiences. Now each
one is back to his place of duty, and
may God help each and every one,
wherever he may" be, to uphold Christ
and to stand firm on His principles of
righteousness.
—Ernest M. Frey.

"Character Achieved
And Expressed In
"Service" The Theme
This was the theme of the Indiana
Young People's conference of religious
education held at Richmond, Ind., Oc
tober 19th to 21st. It was our good
fortune to attend this conference
where we met with about 850 young
men and women from different parts
of the state. W'e also met and hearu
several of the prominent religious
educational leaders.
The Indiana Sunday School Council
of Religious Education is a rapidly
developing organization with the pur
pose of developing the life of our
young people in a four fold aspect- mental, physical, social, and spiritual.
The glowing demand for leaders
among our young people today has

called into existence such conferences
with the hope that some plans may
be suggested and adopted that will de
velop them into a full orbed Christian
life.
Many of the present day problems
of our young people were discussed
and several suggestions for solution
were offered. How are we going to
unite the conflicting demands of the
generally over-organized young people
of our communities was one of these
problems? All of us must admit that
most of our young people are organ
ized to their fullest capacity and ev
ery organization of which they are
members naturally expects their
heartiest support. Consequently ser
ious conflicts often arise which places
our young people in great perturba
tion. As a solution of this problem it
was advocated that an organization
known as the Young People's Council
supervise the work of other organiza
tions in the community such as the
Sunday school, Christian Endeavor,
Epwoi'th League, Boy Scouts, Camp
Fire Girls, Y. M. and Y. W. C. A.,
and unite their interests into one body
and thereby concentrate all efforts to
obtain greater results. Thus the char
acters of the young people would be
greatly developed and as a conseouence greater service would be ren
dered to the community.
Another question which arose was,
How are we going to get our young
people to possess a self-sacrificing,
free and living devotion to Jesus
Christ and to the social order?
It was emphasized that the church
es and Sunday Schools of today are
calling for religious leaders and that
our young people have a wonderful
opportunity for service but how are
we going to prepare in the best way
the candidates for leadership is the
question. To meet this great demand
for Christian leaders it was held that
we must educate our young people
and give them something to do to help
humanity. It was emphasized by some
of the speakers that just to the extent
that we serve our fellowmen so we
will reach God. We were told that
proper environment and proper train
ing are very important for in every
youth are ideals that if properly de
veloped will unfold into a rich, fruit
ful, Christian life. Accordingly, what
is needed today is educated leaders
who can help our hoys and girls to
see that if they would become real
Christians they must get away from
selfishness and serve their fellowmen.
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Many of the suggestions given at
the conference were helpful and very
practical. Those of us who attended
the conference wish to express our
appreciation for this privilege for we
have been confirmed in the fact that
some real problems face the college
graduate who goes out into his life's
work. However, we wish it under
stood that' we do not subscribe to all
that was advocated by some of the
leaders.
—F. II. Fletcher.
COURTESY MORE THAN MERE
MANNERS.
Courtesy is more than mere man
ners. Manners are codes of custom,
laws of politeness, which change ac
cording to the age( and the land in
which we live. What may have done
duty a century ago may be regarded
as obsolete today, but that which lies
behind these things, and is infinitely
more valuable, isi courtesy. Courtesy
is a careful consideration of other
people's feelings; it is a recognition
of the dignity of! humanity; it is a
profound reverence for each other.
It was a subject which our Lord Him
self thought it not beneath Him to
discuss. Once and again in His ta
ble talk He refred to it, urging His
disciples not to be too assertive, not
to scramble for the chief places, af
ter the manner of the Pharisees.
Such vulgarity was excessively pain
ful to Jesus. He winced at the very
sight of it. Himself the very soul of
courtesy, He laid feeling, good taste,
good manners upon His disciples
as an essential part of His religion.
Nor did they fail to learn the lesson.
Little as we think of them in this
connection the apostles were thor
oughbred Christian gentlemen. They
evince both in their writings and re
lationships that fine feeling, that in
stinctive grace and delicacy of be
haviour which is the hall-mark of
good breeding. Those who had com
pany with Jesus could never again re
gard courtesy as an insignificant
thing. To them it was the very blos
som and beauty of Christian charac
ter.
The conventional forms of courtesy
may pass, but the man who has this
quality in his soul will he recog
nized and honored whereever he goes,
for he carries with him in every word
and gesture, in his whole spif't and
feeling, the marks of Christian gen
tlehood.—Rev. W. A. Cameron.
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The Power Of An Ideal
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a poet whose works have lived
through the centuries.
Although
there was sorrow and disappoint
ment in his life yet Dante never lost
the vision of that day. "However
much the magic of memory trans
figured this early meeting, Dante has
certainly sketched for us his own
portrait as a lad, impressionable,
vivid, full of the wonder which grows
out of a rich imagination."
,
In this earliest insight into his
character Dante laid claim to a men
tal quality without which no man
achieves greatness; namely, the ca
pacity of conceiving and of being
dominated continously by a strong
passion. There are many who feel
intensely but lack that toughness of
fibre which enables them to hold im
pressions through the years. Dante
possessed this toughness oS fibre and
his passion was like heated steel, not
like burning hemp. Yet powerfully
as he could be affected by his emotions
he was no reed shaken by the wind.
Dante claimed for himself even in
that early year the superb sel'-restraint which was so marked a charactertistic of his genius.
It was nine years later when Dante
tells of his meeting Beatrice with an
other thrill that kindled the fires of
poetry in his soul. During these nine
years which elapsed, Dante had been
laying the foundation of that gener
ous culture which distinguished him
among his contemporaries. It is said
of him that instead of indulging in
youthful lust and indolence, after the
fashion of the nobles of his day, he
continually studied in his native city,
o" the liberal arts, so that he became
exceedingly expert therein. But his
studious tastes did not absorb him
so exclusively that Beatrice was for
gotten. He says, "I, in my boyhood,
often went seeking her, and saw her
of such noble and praiseworthy de
portment, that truly of her might be
said that of the poet. Homer, 'She
seems not a daughter of mortal, but
of God.' "

Great men are often dominated by
ideals. They select some other great
person as their ideal and endeavor
to conform their lives to that mark.
All of their actions are controlled by
the influence of their standard of per
fection, which sometimes completely
changes their whole life. Thus the
ideal becomes a source of power that
drives the individual into his path of
duty.
On one beautiful day in May, 1274,
in the city of Florence, Italy, a father
and son, named Dante Alighier, went
to a neighbor's home to attend a
feast, for it was the custom in that
city for men and women to keep
a festival in different gatherings,
each person in his own neighbor
hood.
Dante, who was nine years of age,
mingled with other boys and girls
of his age in the house of the feast
giver. When the first tables had been
served he boyishly entered with the
others into the games, so far as his
tender age permitted. Among the
group of children was the eight-yearold daughter of a neighbor. This
little girl's name was Beatrice, who
was very graceful for her age, gen
tle and pleasing in her actions, and
much more serious and modest in her
words and ways than her few years
required. Her features Were most
delicate and perfectly proportioned,
and, in addition to their beauty, fulli
of such pure lovliness that manf)
thought her almost an angel. Un
doubtedly, this was not the first time
Dante had seen Beatrice but on this
occasion he saw her as he never saw
her before. To Dante, Beatrice look
ed like an angel and for the first time
he was thrilled with a nower that
inspired him with love. Though still
a. child, Dante received the lovely
image of her into his heart with so
great affection that it never left him.
From that hour Beatrice was never
absent from his thoughts. He wor
On the day of this second meeting
shipped her with all the power of with Beatrice, Dante, then »at the
a boy idolising devotion. It was the age of eighteen years, was walking
influence of her life that made him down a street when he beheld Bea

trice, accompanied by two gentle
ladies, approaching him. His heart
began to beat faster and faster until
he was compelled to stand at oiw
side in awe and timidity. On this oc
casion Beatrice was clothed in purest
white and her beauty was indescrib
able to Dante. He admired her, yea,
he loved her, but he dared not tell
her. Finally, the last window of his
soul was opened when Beatrice hav
ing come to the place where he stood,
turned her eyes toward him and by
her ineffable courtesy, saluted him
with such virtue that it seemed to
him then that he saw all the bounds
of bliss. Dante himself says, "I took
in such sweetness, that, as it were in
toxicated, I turned away from the
folk; and betaking myself to the soli
tude of my own chamber, I sat down
to think of this most courteous lady."
The causal salutation which Beabestowed upon Dante that day awoke
the slumbering fires of his soul. It
was another example of love awaken
ing genius. The influence of that
greeting brought out the music from
his soul and when alone in his cham
ber Dante wrote a sonnet which he
sent to a circle of poets in Florence.
So intense grew Dante's passion
that it began to affect his health. He
became so frail and feeble that his
appearance was grieveous to many
o1 his friends. One day in church he
was looking so intently at Beatrice
that his friends, mistaking the ob
ject of his gaze, supposed him to be
looking
at another maiden, and
Dante, being comforted at their error,
resolved to make the other lady a
screen protecting the real object of
his affections, and with this lady he
dissembled yfor 'months and lyears,
but to Beatrice he found himself
bound by strange, mystical ties. Dan
te had caught a vision of Beatrice
that never left him.
But a slight cloud arose on Dante s
horizon when, because of some mys
terious talk, Beatrice, passing a cer
tain place, refused to recognize
Dante. This act did not affect Dante
as much as one might expect, for his
love for her was deep and he did
not look on her at that moment as
an enemv b"t rather "a flame
of
charity possessed him, which made
him pardon every one who had done
him wrong." He was not to he easily
moved by such a trifle for his ideal
had an irresistible grip upon him
which controlled all of his actions,
although Beatrice mocked him when
he pleaded with her to restore to him
her sweet salutation.
(Continued on Page 15)
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Report of Gospel
Team Number Two
This brief report of the work of
the Gospel Team No. 2, of the Pennsyl
vania Auxiliary, whose activity was
in the western part of Pennsylvania,
cannot by any means give a detailed
account of its varied experiences.
Miss Madeleine Bien has accepted
Miss Thelma Anderson is attending
On June 22nd, about 7 o'clock a.m.,
the team consisting of the following a position as stenographer in Akron, high school at Portsmouth, Ohio.
students: Mr. and Mrs. Charles Jen Ohio.
nings, Misses Edith Collins, Ivel GuilMr. and Mrs. John Rose, who are
Earl and Ernest Smith and Joe attending the Theological Seminary
er, and Mr. Raymond Buckmaster left
T. U. for Pennsylvania in a Ford. Tht, Johnson are attending Dennison col in Boston, Mass., are the happy par
trip was enjoyed thoroughly by all lege, Granville, Ohio. Mr. Kenneth ents of another boy.
and the Ford, true to its reputation, McGuffin is still attending the same
landed us safely in Newcastle, Pa., school.
Miss Ruth Reynolds is employed in
at 6 p.m., June 23rd. We were im
stenographic work in Detroit, Mich.
Miss Mildred Atkinson is spending a
mediately assigned to the homes
where entertainment had been pre few weeks resting, at the home of
Mr. Wm. Moulton and family are
viously arranged. We greatly appre her aunt in Battle Creek, Mich.
in Chevrolet Park, Mich., where he is
ciated the hospitality shown to us,
Miss Merrettee Hessenauer is em pastor of the First M. E. church.
and; enjoyed the fellowship of those
ployed in Clifton, N. J.
with whom we stayed.
Mr. Martin Thompson is attending
Though the services had not been
Miss Vera Holtzapple is attending Muskingum college, New Church, Ohio.
widely advertised and the crowds were Bluffton college, Bluffton, Ohio. She
Miss Juanita Landon is taking her
small yet God was indeed faithful. expects to receive her A. B. from that
high school work in Kokomo, Ind.
One young girl was beautifully saved, college in the spring.
and three others brought out from a
Prof. Julia Cline is head of the
Miss Florence Welch, on account of
state of confusion to a place where
they knew whom they believed. the illness of her mother, was called English department in God's Bible
Praised God for such a Savior! Many to her home in Delaware, Ohio, where school in Cincinnati, Ohio. She is al
of the church members felt the fire she will remain throughout the win so taking post graduate work .in the
Cincinnati university.
rekindled in their souls and witnessed ter.
to the Lord for blessings received.
Miss Ethel Morton and Miss Lulu
Miss Genevieve Wheelock is attend
Our next place of service was in
Whitaker are attending Muncie Nor ing Ohio Wesleyan University.
two of Rev. Maitland's churches. To
mal, Muncie, Ind.
the former students of Taylor we need
Mrs. Norma Winterrowd," formerly
only mention Rev. Maitland's name
Mr. Young Han Choo is working at Miss Norma Overman, is living in
and they will immediately have an
the Y. M. C. A., in Cleveland, Ohio. He Huntington, Ind.
idea of the wonderful time we had
is also attending night school.
there. I am sure the team will never
Miss Esther Carman is attending the
forget his encouraging words and the
Miss Grace Ruth is attending col Eastern Nazarene college in Wollasinspiration of his presence when the lege in Indianapolis, Ind.
ton, Mass.
way seemed difficult. However, the
source of victory was in Jesus. We
Word has been received that a son
Prof. Francis Phillips is doing po«t
say victory for it truly was victory. has been born to Mr. Chauncey Elli
We rejoiced not because we saw great son and wife, formerly Miss Edna graduate work in Iowa State univer
sity.
numbers come to Jesus, but in the fact Cox.
that the angels in heaven rejoice over
Rev. S. G. Rasmusson is now serv
one sinner that repenteth, and in the
Miss Merle Himelipk is preparing
ing
a charge at Emmet, Neb. He for
three weeks in which we labored in to attend the Normal school at Mun
merly was loedted at Amelia, Neb.
that vicinity there were something like cie, Ind., after Christmas.
fi teen souls whose names were writ
Miss Alice Odella Smith is teaching
ten in the Lamb's Book of Life.
Miss Edith Gillespie is working in in the public school at Straughn, Ind.
The Rev. Gay Wilson, a noted evan Flint, Mich.
gelist, preached for us two nights. We
Miss Alma Cassell writes "My 3irwere glad for his help at that time.
Mr. Andrew Soudah is attending In
ter and I are both at Messiah col
We only wished that more might have diana University, Bloomington, Ind.
lege teaching again this year, as are
heard him. We found many true
also Asa W. Climenhaga and C. Ben
friends of Taylor in that place,
Mr. E. N. Gilbertson and wife are
almost every home that we visited attending the Theological Seminary ton Eavey."
(Continued on Page 9)
in Boston, Mass.
(Continued on Page 18)
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The Christian's
Compensation
It is gratifying to those who com
mit their lives to go the way of Chris
tian service to know that God does
give a liberal compensation for their
self-denial. We do believe that God
does have an over-abundant eternal
reward for us but just now we mean to
confine ourselves to the subject of
spiritual joy or the Christian's com
pensation during the period of serv
ice. This joy is daily, is hourly, is
momentarily. It is always what the
individual chooses to make it. There
is an ample supply. The limitations
are always on the human side.
Inasmuch as the divine plan has so
carefully provided for our need and
the fact that Christ was so anxious
about the personal comfort of His
followers, leads us to conclude that
spiritual joy is necessary. We recog
nize that many people continue in the
daily routine of life in a rather me
chanical way. Then there may be
those who by reason of their melan
choly attitude toward life are ham
pered in their work and their useful
ness is shortened. If we are to in any
degree serve God acceptably, we roust
have an experience which has in it a

ray or light that possesses power to
revive hope, elevate ideals, clarify vis
ion and produce a ioy that will be like
a spring, welling up within us to stim
ulate faith and cause us to stand in
case of adversity. It is necessary that
we first be overcomers if we are to
lift another and represent Christ
aright.
Where shall we look for the begin
ning of spiritual joy? It is a natural
fault, of man to look for this in things
the nearest to him which he can
grasp quickly. But cheap effort al
ways brings cheap returns. And as
they continually persist in drawing
upon such a transient source for
pleasure, they find the amount neces
sary to keep them quiet rapidly in
creasing. Their lives will be shrink
ing into a circle of selfishness which
may even become contaminating.
What is the matter? They have looked
to the wrong source. The beg'nning
of real victory is found in Christ.
The abounding source of real joy is
found at the fountain of life and when
discovered by a hungry heart a voice
within declares that "Eartblv pleas
ures vainly call him, he would be like
Jesus."
We have found the source of this
joy. We now want to know how that
we may live that it shall be contin

ually ours. What must we do that
this joy may remain in us? Jesus an
swered this question for us when he
said, "I am the vine and ye are the
branches." Practically all depends
upon our contact with Him. If we
live in submission and devotion to His
leading we find that "He satisfies, joy
He supplies, all things in Jesus we
find."
The Christian's joy is lasting. They
who drink at the fountain of earthly
pleasures thirst again. Their joys are
disappointments. They are but mock
ery followed by the torments of a
guilty conscience. They blaze and
flame with a great brilliance for brief
moments, then all is utter darkness.
But the Christian's) joy is like the star
that shines on steadily throughout the
whole night and keeps on shining un
til it has shone on into a perfect day.
Tribulation cannot rob him of his vic
tory for we can say with Paul "We
glory in tribulation."
This blessing is made ours through
the Holy Spirit. It is our duty to give
Him full sway in our lives. If we do
we will find that consecration is the
door which leads to joy and joy un
speakable, a realm full of glory, for in
His presence is fullness of joy and at
His right hand are pleasures forever
and forever more. In so living that
we may receive the Christian compen
sation one's life will commend itself
to those who need Him.
Tlie Challenge.
So let us live and act and grow
That when our life is ebbing low,
The sands of li"e are spent and gone
Awake we fearless in the dawn
Of that new day; and face the past
Fearless and unafraid at last.
Knowing full well their task begun
We had caught up and carried on.
—M. A. K.
Try, and you may; don't, and you
won't.
Don't grumble o.bout the rc-'vgn
road in. life; help Co mend it.
"In all our planning, nothing can
be so foolish as to leave no place for
the supernatural, no opportunity for
God to show us how He can multiply
loaves and fishes."—Sel.
"The clean vesse' is the honors' to
vessel, though ft bo only wooden or
earthen."
Prefer diligence before idleness, un
less you esteem rust before bright
ness.
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The Columbus Day
Address of Prof.
Barton R. Pogue
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ones and came to a land of which they
knew
little, if
anything, have
(Continued from Page 7)
founded a nation which has held up
permost, a high idealism. I think that
Prof. Jacob Bos and wife moved to
thing still remains in our * land. May
Buchanan,
W. Va., this fall. Prof. Bos
"Abraham was commanded by God to we continue to keep our, high ideas.
go out of the land of his kindred, the You young people, when you get out is the head of the Latin and Greek de
land of his father, and go into the into the world with the idealism that partment of the West Virginia Wesleyan college.
country which the Lord would show is generated in your heart and mind
to him. The country that he knew here, are going to meet with obstacles
Mr. Edilberto Chavez is employed in
very little if anything about unless he which will discourage you beyond
Detroit,
Mich.
might have learned from the people measure, the time will come when you
will
say
it
is
no
use,
but
remember
of the times something of the char
Mr. John 0. Mabuce and wife, for
acteristics of Palestine, but God prom that you may become, through the
merly Miss Mary French are living in
days
of
your
life,
the
spark
of
ideal
ised as reward for his faithfulness that
St. Louis, Mo.
he would bless Abraham and his peo ism which will keep aglow or kindle
the
fire
of
idealism
in
others,
and
you
ple and make of them a nation that
Mr. and Mrs. George Wagner are
would be blessed by those that would people along with thousands of oth
also located in St. Louis, Mo.
ers
going
out
into
every
walk
of
life
bless them and cursed, by those that
would curse them. Abraham immedi keep that moral and by keeping it
Rev. Ernest Treber is preaching in
ately set out to accomplish his part of still maintain this vision as a nation
Merom,
Ind.
the covenant, not knowing whither he of idealism and power. We should
was going, knowing only that God had keep before us always the vision that
Announcements have been received
given His promise that He would show our Pilgrim Fathers had, the vision
here
of the wedding of N. E. Hanson
him the land. There is a similarity that ought to be ours in every day.
and Myrtle Estella Leamon at Ithe
to that it seems to me in the life of America must always be true to the
the bride s parents on SaturColumbus. I remember when I stud vision of the Master. We shall then home
a
ied my history years ago, the idea of bless the world and as we bless the ^ y> October 6th.
Mr. Hanson is an alumnus of Taylor
Columbus that came to me was that world the Lord will bless us."
University and has a farm near Turtle
of him sitting down and listening to
Lake, N. Dak. However, he is enter
the tales of the sailors and getting the
THE AMERICAN CREED.
ing conference this fall to devote
idea of a land of which no one in
those times knew a single thing about.
his life to the church. He has served
The city of Baltimore offered a
There were all sorts of ideas advanced
a Presbyterian church the past sum
in those days, but this boy got an prize of one thousand dollars for the mer. Miss Leamon was also a Taylor
idea that he would like to explore and best "American Creed," brief, simple, student a few years ago.
it seems to me that Columbus, al expressive of the finest national spir••
though he had a different idea in mind it. The prize was won by William
AN OLD PRAYER.
than did Abraham, yet some way was
Tyler Page, of Friendship Heights, The bird, let loose in eastern skies,
directed by God to 'Get thee up and go
When hast'ning fondly home,
out into a land which X will show Maryland, whose "Creed" is given:
Ne'er stoops to earth her wing, nor
"The American's Creed: I be
thee.'
flies
lieve
in the United States of Amer
"I should like to connect the coming
Where idle warblers roam.
ica as a government of the peo
of Columbus with the going out of
But high she shoots through air and
ple, by the people, for the people:
Abraham from his country. Colum
light,
whose just powers are derived
bus went out into a country of which
Above all low delay,
from the consent of the governed:
he knew nothing, although he was go
Where nothing earthly bounds her
a democracy in a republic; a sov
ing for money, yet he opened up this
flight,
ereign nation of many sovereign
Nor shadow dims her way.
land which since those days has so
states; a perfect union, one and
marveously developed—these great
inseparable;
established
upon
So grant me, God, from every care
United States of America to which the
those
principles
of
freedom,
equal
And stain of passion free,
world is looking in these days. As
ity, justice, and humanity for
Aloft, through Virtue's purer air,
Abraham went out so Columbus went,
which American patriots sacrificed
To hold my course to Thee!
out. Then there came groups of peo
their lives and fortunes. I, there
No sin to cloud, no lure to stay
ple into a country of which they knew
fore, believe it is my duty to my
My Soul as home she springs;—
nothing and they built on the discov
country to love it; to support its
Thy sunshine on her joyful way,
ery of this man who over four cen
constitution; to obey its laws; to
Thy freedom on her wings.
turies ago went out from his country.
respect its flag, and to defend it
—Thomas Moore, 1816.
These people built upon his discovery,
against all enemies."
they established this nation. This na
tion. of course, has always cherished
Don't figure close on the Lord in
the idea of freedom of worship and a
New student coming from his first counting your time. Remember, you
very keen devotion to Almighty God cjasSj American Literature, under do not give until you have paid.—Sel.
and with U-at idea we have come down
.
,
. . .
,
P r o f e s s o r B l o d g e t t : <(' H e i s w h a t I
x
Don't say a difficult thing can't be
through the centuries. We have come
down to the present time and those cal1 a real colle«e Professor."-Heard done lest you be run over by a man
people who left their friends and loved and reported by W. L. Russell.
who is busy doing it.—Sel.
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A look-in on Taylor University at the fall opening, 1923. The Academy is no more, but a few sub-freshmen are present. Note the T. U. formed by th
except the fine arts building. Near the center of the front row, left to right, are: the new dean, Dr. W. C. Glasier; the vice president. Dr. B. W. Ayres; the pri
Rev. H. R. Carson. Other members of the faculty will be recognized on the second row. Students are still matriculating, and several college freshmen expect t

Prayer Band
The second meeting of the Prayer
Band met Tuesday evening, October
9th. At this meeting the following
officers were elected to fill the vacan
cies caused by those who did not re
turn to school this year:
Vice president—Ploy Struble.
Assistant chorister—Wilma Rupp.
Reporter—Ila Scovill.
The scripture lesson was Phil. 4:19,
"But my God shall supply all vour
need according to his riches in glory
by Christ Jesus." Whatever our need,
whether initial salvation, entire sanctification or some material lack, God
can supply the need. His storehouse
in glory is ever full. After the re
quests for prayer were given we spent
the remainder of the hour in prayer.
We pray definitely to God and He just
as definitely answers.
The meeting on the evening of Oc
tober 16th, was one of great refresh
ing. Our president, Miss Florence
Gray, read to us Jude 17:25. The
clause "praying in the Holy Ghost"
was emphasized. It is a wonderful
privilege to he able to pray in the
Holy Ghost. We should practice the
presence of the Holy Ghost. Prayer
will he different when He prays
through us. It will not he all petition
ing but we will praise and thank the
Lord for all He has dime for us. We
were encouraged when several per
sons reported definite answers to
prayer.

—Ila Scovill, '24.

Thalonian Literary
Society
A unique and exceptional program
marked the opening of this season for
the Thalonian Literary society. On
Saturday evening, October 13, the pub
lic was invited to attend "A Dream
Garden of Long Ago." The garden on
the platorm was made very realistic
by the artful decorators. With picket
fence, bubbling fountain and foliage,
the settitng itself presented a dream.
The young ladies who participated in
the program wore dainty dresses of
early colonial style, which also added
to the scene. The outline of the uro
gram follows:
Devotions—Chaplain.
Inaugural address—President.
Vocal solo—Miss Landon.
Reading—Mr. Naden.
Chorus.
Piano solo—Miss Oliver.
Hawaiian sextette.
Reading—Miss Churchill.
Chorus.
Thalonian review—Editor.
The president, Mr. Rheme, gave a
scholarly address on "Finding Your
self in College." To harmonize with
the setting, the musical numbers were
old southern melodies and the read
ings on themes of local color. Each
number deserves special mention and
commendation.
The question was, "How does the
fountain work?" Public opinion pro
nounced this the finest and "keenest"
of society programs given in years
at Taylor university.
At 12:01 a.m., October 15, began the

annual fall rush for society member
ship. Members of both societies were
busy during the wee hours matching
wits and ingenuity as how to obtain
the more new members from the group
of new students. However, at day
break, the smoke of battle had cleared
away and many mighty problems with
reference to choice of society had al
ready been solved.
In this report we need not welcome
you, new Thalonians, for you have al
ready felt the warm spirit of the so
ciety. Now you are in line for a year
brim full of literary and cultural
training. Aim: An efficient literary
society functioning to its utmost ca
pacity. How? Be optimistic and
push.
Mac.

Soangetaha Debating
Club
A business meeting of the club was
held on October 6. In this meeting
Miss Frances Rowland and Miss Cath
erine Briggs were elected as inter-club
debaters for the fall term. On October
13, very interesting discussions on upto-date topics were given us by the
Misses Klossner, Scovill, Struble and
Gray. The question for the inter-club
debate was received, this same eve
ning, from the Mnanka club but it was
rejected. After a revision of the same
the Soangetahas accepted the question
which reads as follows: "Resolved,
that the state of Indiana should adopt
an unemployment insurance measure
similar in principle to the Huber bill."
This is a topic of interest and we hope
to make the debate worth while.
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white costumes. Leaves have fallen from the Carolina poplars in the background but the maples of the campus are still luxuriant, concealing all buildings
jident, Dr. John Paul; the business manager, Mr. E. O. Rice; the new preceptress, Miss Delia Howard: and the pastor of the Methodist Episcopal Church,
arrive for the winter term, in January.

The Soangetahas wish to extend
their appreciation to the Mnankas for
their courtesy in allowing us to re
consider the question for debate.
We welcome our new members into
our midst and we sincerely hope that
each of them will love the club and he
benefited by it as each old member has
been.
The Soangetaha club is a growing
club. It is not static. It is our aim
to gain some new thought and some
new suggestion at each meeting. Our
club exists for the development of
young women. It is our pleasure and
our plan to bring something before
the club each week that will help the
hearers and the speakers to grow
spiritually, socially and mentally.
—Catherine Briggs, '26.

Philalethean Literary
Society
New members of the Philalathean
Literary society, we welcome you in
to our midst! We feel that we have
a real addition to the society in every
one of you and it is our desire that
you, in turn, may receive the highest
inspiration and personal benefit from
your membership in our and your or
ganization.
We Philos, are planning a "big"
year in a literary, social and spiritual
way, and are certain that the "orange
and black" will have to step on the
gas "to keep up with the "blue and
white."
On account of the strange epidemic
that reigned over the student body

last week, the Philalathean Literary
society postponed its regular meeting
to Friday night, October 26.
—Reporter.

Mnanka Debating- Club
On the evening of October 13 the
Mnankas met in their regular session.
Many of the new members were pres
ent and soon caught the spirit of the
club. The hour was spent in the prac
tice of parliamentary drill in which
the new as well as the old members
took an active part.
The question for the inter-club dehate this year is "Resloved, that the
state of Indiana adopt an unemploy
ment insurance measure similar in
principle to the Huber bill." The
Mnankas will uphold the affirmation,
our debaters being Miss Lucy Larr:son and Mrs. Wilma Jennings.
Owing to the disability of many of
our members, the Mnankas did not
hold a meeting on the evening of Oc
tober 20. This, however, does not
mean that the club is lacking in spir
it and enthusiasm. Far from it. Our
club is alive!!!!! Who says we are
dead?????. Watch us!
P. Polhemus, '25.

Eureka Debating Club

found a "whole load" of watermelons.
They looked good then, but laterWell everybody knows how he feels
after eating all the watermelon he
wants.
Although the place chosen for the
ideal spot was not quite perfect, threelegged and sack races were in order
as well as other sports. Fortunately
no one was injured in his attempts to
outclass his opponents and all were
ready for the "eats"1 when they ap
peared, which were of the very best.
Thanks to the committee in charge.
After everybody had eaten all of the
watermelon, wieners, apples and other
good things that he could, all gath
ered around the fire, for it was then
growing rather dark and quite chilly.
Everybody no doubt enjoyed the in
spiring talk given by Prof. Glasier
who is an honorary member of the
club. Other members of the club gave
short interesting talks and then an
opportunity was given to our guests
to say whatever they wished.
Last but not least, we sang sev
eral hymns and had a closing prayer.
Regretting that such a pleasant eve
ning was over, we turned our faces
toward! home and searched our way
through the quiet night toward the
lights of Taylor.
—Reporter.

Eulogonian DebatingClub

On Saturday afternoon, October 6th,
at 4:30 , a large group of new students
met with the Eurekans to enjoy the
On Saturday evening, October 13tli.
annual outing .
the
Eulogonians met and discussed in
We sallied forth into the country to
ward the wood with a large supply oj open forum the question.
(Continued on Page 14)
"eats," and upon our arrival there,
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Mr. Charles Maynard spent tne
week-end of the 20th in Chicago.
Mr. E. O. Rice has lately been in
Detroit on business.
A goodly number have been confined
to their rooms the last few days due
to a slight epidemic of tonsilitis. We
are glad, however, that nearly all are
back again in their respective classes.

The girls' chorus under the director
ship of Mrs. Rice, had their initial
practice October 24.—•The spirit of en
thusiasm was prevalent among the
comparatively large number of girls
Rev. Robert A. Jennings, song evan
Miss Iris Abby has left for Ann Ar present as there is a very encourag
gelist, of Washington, Pa., was a vis bor, Mich., where she will take post ing outlook for the development of a
itor on the campus Monday, October graduate work.
splendid organization.
ai

22.

Those who attended the Third In
diana Young Peoples' Conference of
Religious Education held in Richmond
the 19th and 20th were Prof. Glazier,
Misses Bessie Lindsey,
Gertrude
Wamsley, Mildred Kettyle and Messrs.
Willard McLaughlin, Eugene Pilgrim,
Paul Kepple, Norman Rose, Orville
Clark, Ralph Davison, Francis Fletch
er, William Pinaire and E. M. Frey.

Mrs. C. 0. Rice, head of our voice
department, is coaching this season
under Edward Nell, head of the voice
department of the Metropolitan School
of Music in Indianapolis.

Mrs. Alberta Abbey returned Mon
day evening from attending the State
W. C. T. U. convention at Frankfort
where she acted in the capacity of
delegates at large for the Upland
Union.

Prof, and Mrs. Pogue returned last
week from a short visit in Green
Mr. and Mrs. John Shilling spent
field.
Sunday in Chicago visiting relatives.

Among those motoring to Indianap
Dr. John Paul, president of Taylor
olis to hear Lloyd George were Messrs. University, preached the convention"
We were glad to welcome among Gegan, Mosser, Ketchum, Manning and sermon at the W. C. T. U. State con
last Monday's visitors, Rev. True S. Evans.
vention at Frankfort Sunday morn
Haddock and family, ofi Nappanee.
ing.
The date for the dedication of the
Miss Eva Oliver spent, the week end
Alfred Trafton, who is employed in new M. E. church in Marion is set for
Muncie, was in Upland, Sunday. Mr. December 1.
visiting her parents at Marion.
Trafton expects to be in school after
Christmas.

The old students were happy last
Prof, and Mrs. Durfee and Prof,
week to have the privilege of a short and Mrs. Blodget spent Saturday shop
visit with Helen Shoemaker. A de ping at Muncie.
Mr. and Mrs. W. H. Polhemus and
lightful dinner party was given in her
Mr. and Mrs. W. R. Shirey spent Sun
honor. We regret that she cannot be
Mr. and Mrs. Paul Vayhinger and
day with Pharaba Polhemus.
with us again this year.
sons John Monroe and Harold of
Mrs. Culla Vayhinger has just re
Kokomo visited their parents SundayMrs. Lola Ayres, Grace McViclter,
turned from Washington, D. C., where
Velma Cassidy and Gilbert Ayres mo
Mr. Charles Maynard spent Sunday
she represented the national W. C. T.
tored
to Marion Wednesday evening visting at Chicago.
U„ at a citizenship conference. She
to attend the artists' recital given by
also attended the W. C. T. U. state
Mildred Dilling, harpist.
conventions in Oklahoma, Delaware,
New York, New Hampshire and Ver
Miss Mildred Whetsel had as her
mont.
guests last Sunday, her father and
sister, Mr. Preston E. Whetsel and
Rev. and Mrs. Carson, Mr. and Mrs.
Mrs. Ervin Johnson.
E. 0. Rice and Mrs. Copple were in
Indianapolis, Tuesday, and heard
Miss Dorothea Leech was in Hart
America's distinguished guest, Lloyd
ford City on business last Saturday.
George.

PATRONIZE

Mr. and Mrs. J. C. Cassidy visited
Miss Harriet Leisure spent the
their daughters, Velma and Martha,
week-end with relatives in Marion.
last Tuesday.
Mr. and Mrs. Russell Fenstermacher,
Mr. W. W. Bradley recently spent a
of Leo, Ind., recently spent the day day with his son, George. While here
whh the former's brother, Prof. Geo. he conducted an interesting and prof
Fenstermacher.
itable chapel service.
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me and then give) me power to do it.
Mr. Leonard Chatterson is employed
There is no other profession where in Minneapolis, Minn.
(Continued from Page 2)
that is true. May God grant that
Miss Margaret Martin is at her home
and that sin is in this world and that you will be ready to do what God
in Denton, Ind.
sin is at enmity4- with God and that wants done."
God with His Holy Spirit is at enmity
with sin. When you convince them
»»
SEND IT TO
of sin and they realize their sin and
fly to Jesus, the One who has been
crucified for their sin, and take Him (Written by the request of the subject)
Oh, Harold—he's cute,
and accept Him for their salvation
Though
he's not very mute,
and the peace and joy comes, the
Holy Spirit comes in and takes out Still he knows he's good looking and
sly.
everything and makes the heart
clean, there is at once a place where And although he knows it,
God can work and we can go out and We admit that he shows it
To every one as they pass by.
carry on His work.
DR. MUSSER

Harold "Ocky

"THE HOUSE
OF CLEANLINESS" j
LaundryDry CleaningCarpet Cleaning!

"The war is on! I can feel the
pressure of it. I have been going all
over this country for six or seven
years, speaking 650 to 750 times a
year in all kinds of churches. In
going everywhere in all church and
camp meetings I have had a wonder
ful chance to observe something.
Here is my observation: Ninety per
cent of the Methodists are straight on
this thing. Seventy-five percent of
the Methodist preachers are on this,
side and that little ten percent min
ority of men and twenty-five percent
of Methodist preachers are working
on the side called 'Modernism.' They
are trying to run the whole show and
they can't do it very much longer.
So I am feeling good about it. The
war is going good. We are not los
ing at all.
This a Life Service School and I
hope to see the day come, and I am
going to do all I can to make this
thing a fact, when people, who think
in terms of life service, and expect
to dedicate all their well equipped soul
to go and serve, will think of Taylor
University, as a place to get it. We
want boys and girls to come to Tay
lor University to get something and
not prevent them from getting some
thing else. May this place never be
a shelter. It has to be bigger than
that.
"Definite personal leading is what
we are promised in this life service.
What more do we want than to know
He has confidence enough in us to
say arise and do this job for me and
here is the directions to follow. The
first essential is1 to know Him per
sonally if you are going to be .»
worker. The Holy Ghost will ar
range our work as Christians. 'The
steps o* a good man are ordered by
the Lord. In all thy ways acknow
ledge Him and he shall direct thy
paths.' I know that God's Holv Spirit
"will definitely arrange my work for

Watch for the White Truck

He comes in our room,
With a bang and a boom,
And says, "Ya got som-en-a-eat?"
And if "yes" we tell him,
We never can quell him,
Till we forcefully make him retreat.

! BROWN LAUNDRY!
& Dry Cleaning Co.
LOYD OLSON, Agent

He comes to his class,
And knows that he'll pass,
For always he takes the front seat.
And if he can't "puff" through,
He's sure he can "bluff* through;
But one thing, he never will cheat.

IN MARION

Oh, Harold—he's cute,
We know he's a "beaut."
And despite all his strangeness, he's
fine.
For, taken collectively,
And quite irrespectively,
He's as bright as the rest of us shine.
•—Wm. Shakes Beer.

For Ladies' Ready-to-Wear
and Millinery

Mr. Walter E. Whitmore, of Ottawa,
111., writes that he is still interested i
in Taylor University.
•

THIRD AND ADAMJ /HT-

For Men's Wear

CLOTHING, FURNISHINGS and SHOES
FOR MEN AND BOYS

CRON1N &CHALFANT
The Home of Hart, Schaffner & Marx Clothes
HARTFORD CITY, IND.
Special Discount given to Taylor University Students

"Red" and "John"

Hayden-Lieber Company
HARDWARE and SPORTING GOODS
:

Hartford City, Indiana.

I
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Fine Lecture Course
- Coming- This Season
Notice has just been received of the
dates for the lecture course to be
given in Upland this season under
the auspices of the commercial Club
and the High School Seniors.
The numbers to be given and
dates are as follows:
Raymond Tolbert, Lecturer, Mon
day, November 12th.
"Mollusc" Players, Friday, Novem
ber 30th.
Alexander Novelty Four, Friday,
January 18th.
Powers-Snider Co., Thursday, Feb
ruary 14 th.
Lura Forbes, Reader, Tuesday,
March 11th.
EULOGONIAN
(Continued from Page 11)
Resolved, That the steam engine is
indispensable.
All of the discussions were im
promptu but this method afforded a
fine privilege to develop the mental
capacity of those who spoke. Some
fine points were brought out on both
sides of the question.
Another thing was very commend
able at this session and that was the
promptness and willingness with
which
the members discussed this
question without being called upon by
the chairman. These two qualit'ej
are among the foremost characteristics of the Eulogonian debating club,
These qualities are developed in its
members until real debaters and parliamentarians are produced. This is
one of the goals of our club and it is
interesting to watch each actual member develop along this line. We trust
that our club will never lose its
vision.
On October 20th, at 6:30 p.m. the
club met in regular session and con
ducted a parliamentary drill which
was very profitable to each partici
pant. Several new members were
taken into the club and we hope they
will begin at once to take an actual
part.
On the afternoon of October 10th.
members of the Eulogonian Debating
club together with the new men stu
dents, took a hike to a nearby woods
and spent several hours of profitable
enjoyment. This annual "start off"
has proved to be a great occasion be
cause of the first impressions some of
us have received from the "Eulosrs."
These impressions have always lin-

gered with us and they have been
strengthened as we have associated
with the club in membership.
The weather and place selected for
the weiner roast were ideal. The lack
of formality showed that we felt at
home. Even the new fellows took an
active part in the games and sports
and afterward gave expression to the
fact that they enjoyed themselves.
"Chuck" and "Sonny" were our
faithful cooks and they prepared an
excellent fire upon which we roasted
our weiners and they also made some
fine cocoa to drink with the buns,
which we enjoyed.
Before we dispersed, several "pep"
speeches were given by both members
and guests. These speeches took in
nearly all of the avenues of thought
ranging from the sublime to the
ridiculous, and proved to be very in
teresting to the 1'steners. All previ
ous and present "Eulogs" who ,vere
not present will know what we mean
when we say that we had an enjoy
able time which has proved very prof
itable to the club.
—F. H. F.

Dr. 0. M. Flinn
DENTIST

J

Marion, Indiana
402 Glass Block
Phone 3841
Special Inducements to Students J

For Delicious
Cakes, Bread and Pastries
Try the

Bake-Rite Bakery
J. C. KNOTT, D. C.

CHIROPRACTOR
Graduate Palmer School of
Chiropractic
N. Side Square
Phone 372.
Hartford' City, Ind. [

BEN BRADFORD
QUALITY SHOE SHOP
Upland

Indiana

SONG OF THE SUBSCRIPTION
MANAGER.

W. E. WAGONER
"How dear to our heart is the old
silver dollar, when some kind subscriber presents it to view; the Liberty head without necktie or collar,
an(l aH tbe strange things which to
us seems so new; the wide-spreading
eagle, the arrows below it, the stars
and the words with the strange things
they tell; the coin of our fathers,
we're glad that we know it, for some
time or other it'll come in right well;
the spread-eagle dollar, the starspangled dollar, the old silver dollar
we all love so well."

DENTIST
Rooms 406-7 Glass Block
Phone 1235

Marion, Ind.j

RRCAMO&JYY
SHOE CO.
Opposite Glass Block
MARION, INDIANA

Toilet Sundries
Stationery

Sporting Goods
Physician's Supplies

PIONEER DRUG STORE
The ^eocaSUL Store

Kodaks
Books

Upland, Indiana

Paints
Wall Paper

Have Your Eyes Examined the Scientific Way
And You'll Realize Real Eyes
DR. M. C. KENNEDY, BOSTON STORE, MARION IND.
Kennedy Eye Service Satisfies
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the power of an ideal
(Continued from Page 6)
Sometime later Dante had the priv
ilege of attending a wedding feast
which, upon arriving, he learned to
his surprise was the marriage of
Beatrice. He was extremely confus
ed and humiliated but not disheartened. This experience marks a deepen
ing of Dante's sentiment,
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til it became the type of revealed
light of God. Her beauty was the
splendor of all redemptive truth to
Dante. More than the mediator to
Dante's soul of life's higher ideals,
she was now the mediator of God to
all humanity. Na other woman had
been a symbol so divine and compretensive

I. C. RHONEMUS
DENTIST
Phones: Office 112, Res. 112-R 2.
Cooley Blk.

Hartford City

Such a vision of Beatrice caused
Dante to resolve that he would speak
Heretofore he had been playing with no more of his blessed one i until
his love, using it as a means of train he could more worthily treat of her,
ing his poetic gifts. Now he comes and then he would say of her what
to a new epoch in his life and more had never been said of any woman.
completely under the sway of Bea Could an incident be recorded
in
OPPOSITE GLASS BLOCK
trice. Although Beatrice still with which an individual was any more
held her salutation, yet Dante, hav- true to his ideal than was Dante?
MARION, IND.
ing sufficiently disclosed his feeling Beatrice had completely won 'his
and conditions, resolved to find his heart, his desires and his motives, for
Phone 5057
beatitude in praising his ideal.
records in his "Divine
ag Dante
A note of love was beginning to Comedy" that Beatrice was so anxswell in Dante's expressions. Here- ;011S to have him with her that she
tofore, his love, though pure, was gent Virgil to lead him through the
earthly, now it was spiritualized. He infernal regions of the earth to get
looks on Beatrice now as one of a view of the greatness of his sin,
God's chosen ones, and those who ancj then on through the fires
or
J Phones—Office 81, Res. 52.
i
gaze upon her are ennobled, and who- onre-atorv where he lost all of his imJ
Hours:
9-10
a.
m.
2-4
and
7-8
p.
m.
|
soever speaks with her can never pUr;ties, and still on up through
come to ill.
paradise into the regions of the blest
CHAS. A. SELLERS, M. D.
Dante, not waning in his love and where he was to abide with her forI
Internal Medicine and X-Ray
respect for Beatrice, wrote a ballad ever, so he was just as willing tu
and sent it to hep in which he as pass through all of these hardships
Diagnosis.
sured her of his fidelity. But she only In owier that he might spend eter
Portable X-Ray for becteide use.
mocked him in thei presence of her nity with her. the ideal that had dom
Rooms, Dick Building, Hartford
friends. But the time soon came inated and controlled the destiny of
City, Ind.
when Beatrice's attitude
toward his whole IFe.
F. A. FLETCHER.
Dante was changed. She had come
to her death bed and in her last hours
——^
expressed interest in him and his fuMrs. E. O. Rice, head of the voice
ture. Dante's ideal left her mortal department of Taylor University, is
coil and some might think that Dan- taking a special course of study under
te's hopes were utterly blasted, hut Edward Nell, head of the voice deMarion, Indiana
not so. Although his grief was in- partmenlt of the Metropolitan School
402 Glass Block
Phone 384
tense yet he ever worshipped and Qf Music in Indianapolis, going over J Special Inducements to Students
thought of his lady in the regions of Mondays for lessons,
the blest.

WOMEN'S WEAR

THE QUEEN CITY

j

Dr. 0. M. Flinn
DENTIST

On the first
anniversary of the
death of Beatrice, Dante was sketch
ing an angel upon certain tablets,
having her in mind. Whi'e he was
drawing, certain men to whom it was
meant to do honor came into the room
and stood at his side. It was some
time before Dante was aware of their
presen"e. After he -arose and sal"t.ed them, he said, "Another was
just now with me, and on that ac
count I was in thought." On another
occasion he said that he saw the glor
ified Beatrice in those crimson gar
ments in which she first appeared to
his eyes. Into her gentle face had
come the splendor and majesty of
the Eternal. The mortal was swal
lowed uo of immortality. The spell
which she had cast over one wor
shipping soul was seen expanding un-

—————

HOOVER'S
THE LEADING HOME FURNISHERS
Cash—or—Credit
Hartford City, Ind.

We appreciate the patronage of Echo readers and assure all who
trade here a full measure of value for their money.

Always
something of
interest
at the big
Weiler
Stores

SPECIAL DISCOUNTS GIVEN
TO TAYLOR UNIVERSITY STUDENTS

Largest
Distributors
of quality
merchandise
in eastern
Indiana
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Hand Work Preferred.
A little chap was offered a chance
to spend a week in the country, but re
fused. Coaxing, pleading, arguing,
promising of untold wonders alike
brought from him nothing but the
stubborn ultimatum, "No country fra
What's in a Word?
me."
Conductor: "Your fare, Miss."
"But why not?" some one asked
Lucy: "Do you think so?"
finally.
"Because they have thrashing ma
Find Out Yet? If Not, Read This.
chines down there and it's bad enough
Churchie: "I think I could go out here where it's done by hand."
on gospel team work to play the
piano. I never got stuck on a hymn
"Do you know why we call our lan
yet."
guage the mother tongue?"
"Because father never gets a
Man and His Shoes.
chance?"
How much a man is like his shoes!
For instance, both a sole (soul) may
As we look backward through the
lose.
dim future we see the footprints of
Both have been tanned, both are made an unseen hand."
tight
By cobblers; both get left and right;
"Anybody can be a quitter, but it
Both need a mate to be complete,
takes a man to keep fighting when
And both are made to go on feet.
things go wrong."
They both need heeling, oft are sold,
And both in time will turn to mold.
With shoes, the last is first, with men
The first shall be the last. When
The shoes wear out, they're mended
new,
When men wear out, they're 'men-dead'
too.
They both are trod upon, and both
Will tread on others, nothing loatn.
Both have their ties and both incline
When polished, in the world to shine.
And both peg out. Now would you
choose
To be a man or be his shoes?

FUNNY-BONE
TICKLERS
* TU.

Are You (hie of Abe's Victims?
Abe Cohen: "Vas money der roi
of all evil, fader?"
Mr. Cohen: "Yes, Abe, so you mu;
try and do all de goot you can in li
by gedding it away from people?"
Are you looking for a soft spot
Take off your hat.
Mr. Pinaire (hearing Miss Ruth be
ing asked if she is any relation to Babe
Ruth): "Babe Ruth, who is she?"
Ever, see a baseball game, Mr. Pin
aire?"
Prof. Durfee: "Say, Mr. Retime
put up that window; you look sleepy.'
Miss French: "This topic is an ad
venture in the dark."
Miss Stanley: "Why is that a good
subject?"
Mr. Maynard: "Because most young
people engage in them."

Judge: "Ten dollars for speeding."
Tindell: "Make it twenty; I'm go
ing to do the same thing on my way
A. C. Thompson: "Say, Mabel, may back."
I have a date for Friday night?"
Orie Taylor: "Why, hello Lloyd, I
Mabel Thomas: "Sure!"
didn't know you."
A. C.: "All right, I'll be at the
Lloyd: "Didn't know me?"
dorm at 7:30."
Orie: "No, why you're all dressed
Mabel: "Not so serious, there!
up."
Can't you take a joke?"
Better get your working clothes on,
A. C.: "Yes, if you'll go with me."
Lloyd!
A vivid mental picture of all who
Heard During the "Rush."'
read this. Dr. Wray in Bible V:
Roselle Miller: "How did George
"And the higher critics srunk away Eddie go?"
like a dog between his tail."
Billy McNeil: "Oh, he's gone stark
crazy!"
Wilma: "A certain young man sent
me these flowers this morning."
Remember.
Polly: "Don't say a 'certain' young
There's a difference between a head
man. None of them are certain until light and a light head.
you get them."
Don't delay that another man is
Tarbell: "Say, will you play this led by the Spirit because he is not
stepping in your tracks.—Sel.
for me, "Just Outside the Door."

Ralph C. Cottrell

i

Glasses Scientifically Fitted
J
SPECIAL RATES TO
STUDENTS
421-422 Marion National Bank j
Phone 246
Marion, Ind.}

BLUMENTHAL & CO.
"The Best Place to shop after all.
Marion's Greatest Style Center
Quality Merchandise Only—•
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Athletics

oppressive conclusion that the Fresh
men are completely outclassed.

FRESHMEN PLUCKY
AND PERSEVERING

But "cheer up, Freshies, we're with
you. Your continued persistent prac
tice proves that you, are not discour
aged, that you are not present tense
pessimists, but rather that you are
idealists, idealizing the future. Fur
thermore, you can scarcely realize
your own philanthropic propensities.
Were you to delve into the basketbau
history of last year you would per
ceive as others do, that the two vic
tories which you have permitted have
gone a long way toward recuperating
the morale of your almost totally de
moralized opponents—But sh! That
history were better in obscurity. Let
the long bedimmed satellites sparkle
while they may. A matter of weeks
only, perhaps, and an absent trio may
return and then—???
—B. A. Riginal.

On Saturday evening, October 6th,
the Freshmen basketball team resum
ed the combat with its opponent ot
the week before, the 'Phiio Phive.'
The outcome of this conflict spelled a
conclusion which was anything but
dear to the hearts of the Freshmen.
Almost simultaneous with the be
ginning of action Shilling made a bas
ket for the Philos which was follower!
immediately by a similar accomplish
ment by Rupp. This excited the de
termination of the Fresh to incontrolable heights, resulting in a free throw
for the Philos. "Chuck" Wing officiated
at the foul line and played his part
well. Then something peculiar hap
pened. By mistake the ball was pass
ed to Okey who grasped it firmly,
turned, posed for an instant, and then
sent it floating through the air de
scribing a curve, known to doublecracked minds as a parabola, whose
course
actually
passed
directly
through the center of the basket.
"Funny things do happen." When the
result of this shock passed over, the
game proceeded. The Philo score ran
7, 9, 11—the score keep shed his coat—
12, 14, 16, etc. Soon this became monotous, even to the Philos who became
careless. This cost them several free
throws. They rescued themselves
from this laxity and played firmly to
the end.
The lineups were as 'ollows:
Philos—Ayres, center, 2; Ruppe,
forward, 11; Shilling, forward, 12;
Wing, guard, 7; Boyle, guard, 0, and
Eicher, sub guard, 0. Total 32 points.
Fresh—Reed, center, 4; Ockenga,
forward, 3; Manning, forward, 0; La
Grand, guard 0; Gehman, guard, 0;
Lawrason, sub guard, 0; Hudson, sub
guard, 0; Ring, sub forward, 0. Total
7 points.

Chronicles

The Next Unit
The Taylor University For
ward Movement is still very
much alive.

The committee

handling this has decided to
call for

$200,000
in subscriptions of five equal
payments on a

two

years

basis. The first part in cash

Oct. 6—Philos give their first pro
gram. Basketball game between the
New and Old Students.
Oct. 7.—Gospel teams have charge
of evening services.
Oct. 8—Blue Monday.l
Oct. 9.—? ? ?
Oct. 10.—'Pil' invents a new way to
count time. In order to attend a din
ner in the woods tonight we need not
start until tomorrow afternoon at
4:30. ?
? ?
Oct. 11.—Lyceum number.
Oct. 12.—Columbus Day observed in
Chapel. Picture of the student body

or by June 1, the balance in
semi-annual installments. The
object of this budget:

To Pay Up and Build
Pray and Plan and Pull to
get this all in sight by next

taken.
Oct. 13.—Thalonian Dream Garden."
Oct. 14—A new feature—a 'bus ride

June 1st. The

to church.
Oct. 15.—Phil-Thalo drive.

splendid school campaign will

Rush'

Rush - Rush!
0ct. 16.—Oh Philos, did you see by
the dawn's early light.
The colors that flew
from the
steeple's proud height?
We have said that the result of this
Oct. 17.—Rain—and—tonsilitis.
conflict spelled a disagreeable con
Oct. 18.—The sick list increases.
clusion. Let us see how this is
brought about. It is a well known Echo drive.
Oct. 19.—Mr. Bradley speaks in the
principle in logic that a generaliza
tion cannot be made unless the in Chapel. Off for the convention at

stance from which the conclusion is
drawn are fair examples of the whole.
In their first battle the defeat o" the
Freshmen w>as to a large extent ex
cusable because the event was not a
lair example of their ability, they not
knowing their men or the floor.
But
a second over-whelming defeat rele
gates such an alibi to the background,
Permitting induction to formulate the
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building is

needed, and the morale of our
be greatly helped by wiping
out the debts of the old or
ganization.
Report

subscriptions

or

suggestions to the Business
Manager or the President.

Richmond.
Oct. 2 0 — lEulogs have a meeting for
"strong" members.
Oct. 21. Who washed

'Freshies'

dishes?
0ct. 22— Many convalescents.
Oct. 23.—Reports from the conven'"oct. 24.—"Sam
sneaks in Chapel.

the

Methodist"

DINE AT KEEVERS CAFE
With Steam Table service, Hot
Sandwiches at all hours and
Coffee for the nervous
Our dinner lunch is 25c
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REPORT OF GOSPEL TEAM

"The Store for all the People"!

DR. H. N. TURNEY
Ladies ready-to-wear and Dry |
(Continued from Page 7)
DENTIST
goods,
Men's clothing and furnish-j
around the Greenwood church we saw
Phone 58.
Marion, Indiana J
ings.
a picture of Dr. Yayhlnger, our former
Cut Price
X-Ray Equipment
president, who truly had won a place
i CARTER'S DEPARTMENT STORE|
in the hearts of the people. When the
508 Marion National Bank Bldg.
|
Hartford City, Ind.
day came for us to leave for our next
appointment we found that though we
were glad to1 go to spread the Gos
pel news to the regions beyond, yet
DR. F. L. RESLER
DENTIST
there was a reluctance to leave those
PHYSICIAN
AND SURGEON
with whom we had had such blessed
Successor to W. D. Place
Office Over Postoffice
fellowship. But with an "Amen to
Phones: Office 1132; Res. 104
Jesus" in our hearts we went on i 201 E. Main St., Hartford City, Ind.
Upland, Indiana
our way.
When we arrived in the little city
of New Bethelhem we were struck
[CHARLES S. CLARK, D.D.S.j
with the uniqueness of the place. The
Dentistry and Oral Surgery
city, situated in a valley, surrounded
Phone 1151
by high hills, made one's mind travel 11. O. O. F. Bldg.
EYE, EAR, NOSE, THROAT
back over the centuries to the city of
Hartford City, Indiana
|Office and Hospital, 214 N. High St.j
Bethlehem, the birthplace of the
Hartford City, Ind.
Savior. As the Savior was in Bethle
hem of old, so He was there in New
Bethlehem manifesting Himself in
salvation o!i souls. Dr. Vayhinger
was with us for a few nights and the
All the latest
Lord blessed his helpful messages of
Sheet Music
uttermost salvation.
Victor Records
Erie was our last place in which
Player Rolls
the team worked before separating
Steinway
for different fields. Mr. Beane joined
Pianos and
the team and helped to push the battle
other leading
Aarion, Ind._
for souls. The service there seemed
makes of
to be a parting blessing. As hereto
Pianos and
fore, the Lord's annointing was upon
Player Pianos
Mr. and Mrs. Jennings as they sang
the Gospel. There was no need for
Marion, Ind.
much preaching for there was such a
band of spirit-filled young folks that
their glowing testimonies made others
hungry. Truly this was a time when,
"Heaven came down our souls to greet,
While glory crowned the mercy seat."
As we look over the summer's work
We will allow a
we give all the glory and praise to
Jesus for every victory won, and cast
SPECIAL DISCOUNT
every failure or mistake under the
blood and shout, Hallelujah! I am
[to all Taylor U. Students on}
sure we can tell the world that there
are some pastors and laymen who are
Ladies' Ready-to-Wear
standing true and have not bowed
Eyes examined by state examined!
Men's Furnishings, Shoes
their knees to Baal. Pray for these
and registered Optometrists.
and old T. TJ. that she may help to
and Dry Goods
CROSS EYES STRAIGHTENED
send out loyal preachers of the Gospel.
"See Us First"
ALL LENSES DUPLICATED.
Don't substitute appearances for
reality in the matters of spiritual
DR. C. C. FARIS
life.—Sel.
DR. EMIL FARIS

I FRANK R. PETERS! -——

W. A. HOLLIS, M. D.

Quality
Hosiery

High Grade
SHOES

FARIS & FARIS
Optometrists

Yesterday is gone; tomorrow may
never come; do it today.
"If I link my life with God, I am
a winner."

South Side Square.

Phone 1410

MARION, IND.

House of Butler

PRINTING
One of the best equipped job shops in Northern
Indiana is at your service

£ri

i

Booklets

Envelopes

Programs

Letter Heads

Invitations
Blotters

Statements
Catalogs

Cards

Ruled Forms

Badges

T racts

Circulars

Leaflets

Posters

Magazines

Dodgers

Records

We are not satisfied until you are
Telephone No. 1061

m

%
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Yeater

Publishing
Publishers of

The Community Courier
Upland's Live Weekly Newspaper
$1.50 per year
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You need not wonder why we, the Echo
Staff, have been sacrificing our time to print
something worthwhile from every phase of Tay
lor's life and work.
It is because we knew you would apprec
iate it, and many of you have already passed
in your appreciation.
We have all of you in mind, however,
not feeling badly over the fact that your sub
scription has not been received. We feel that it
is because you haven't gotten to it yet
Make remittances to:

Ir

The T. U. Echo Co.
Upland, Indiana

.............................................. ............
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